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Abstract. Multi-Processor System-on-Chips (MPSoCs) is a standard
platform used in time-critical applications. These platforms usually em-
ploy Priority-Preemptive NoCs (PP-NoCs), a widely used real-time on-
chip interconnection structure that offers communication predictability.
A deep analysis of the PP-NoC parameters and their impact on system
security is required. Moreover, countermeasures that can protect the sys-
tem while guaranteeing the real-time capabilities should be proposed and
evaluated. To this end, this paper explores and evaluates the impact of
the PP-NoCs parameters on system security; exploits PP-NoCs vulner-
abilities and demonstrates for the first time two very powerful attacks;
and proposes and integrates three new security countermeasures: RT-
blinding, RT-masking, and RT-shielding. Results show that PP-NoCs
are vulnerable to attacks and that is possible to uncover victim’s infor-
mation with high accuracy (up to 96.19%). On the other hand, protec-
tion techniques were able to harden the system, effectively and efficiently
mitigating the vulnerabilities while maintaining deterministic behavior.

Keywords: Network-on-Chip, Secure MPSoC, Timing Side-channel At-
tacks

1 Introduction

Real-time applications (RTA) are becoming very popular as more embedded
systems enter in daily life. Examples include health care equipment, automotive
safety mechanisms, smart greenhouses, agriculture, avionics, and aerospace tech-
nology. Most of these systems require a powerful and efficient hardware platform,
where Multi-processor Systems-on-Chips (MPSoCs) are the status quo. Current
MPSoCs already support RTAs through ad-hoc solutions, such as real-time pro-
cessors [1], operating systems for critical applications [2] and Networks-on-Chip
(NoCs) with Quality-of-Service (QoS) [3–5]. Although all these components per-
form RTAs successfully, the techniques, architectures, and implementations used
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to ensure their predictability create security vulnerabilities. Consequently, any
security issue in these critical systems will also be critical. Security backdoor
can be easily exploited to affect the safety-related characteristics of the systems.
Therefore, to ensure the development of safety-critical systems, it is mandatory
to understand and to guarantee the security of these systems. In this work, we
contribute by identifying and discussing the flaws and opportunities in design-
ing secure real-time MPSoCs. In particular, we focus on this work in the on-chip
communication structure based on NoCs.

Recent works have shown the effectiveness of Priority-Preemptive NoCs (PP-
NoCs) in guaranteeing real-time requirements and support mixed-critically traf-
fic [4–7]. The works of [6] and [7] demonstrated that low priority traffic at PP-
NoCs can affect the high priority traffic behavior. Furthermore, these works elab-
orate on a mathematical model able to estimate such effects in terms of packet
latency. Despite these accurate models were developed to support the design of
predictable communication structures for critical applications, they also provide
a means for attackers to successfully retrieve sensitive data from the MPSoCs.
An adversary, for example, may use this information to perform the so-called
NoC timing attacks [8–10]. These attacks exploit the microarchitecture of the
NoC, the shared communication nature and the main role of the communication
in the system operation to passively gather information during the normal op-
eration of the system [11]. A processor inside the MPSoC can be infected (i.e.,
an external malicious application with hidden functionalities or backdoors) and
then, it may start to inject dummy packets in the network. In this scenario,
the attacker aims to collide its traffic with a victim’s traffic. In the absence
of collisions, the attacker throughput is maximal. However, the degradation of
throughput sensed by the attacker reveals the presence of collisions. Sensitive
information, such as communication affinity (to whom the victim communicates
most), communication rates and size of packets, may be extracted using this
technique. In addition, this information may be used to further enhance pow-
erful attack (e.g., cache attacks), as described in [12] [13]. The identification of
vulnerabilities and further exploitation of cover channels on the real-time NoCs,
like PP-NoCs, are still unexplored.

Previous attacks were demonstrated in a wide variety of NoC architectures.
However, NoC attacks on real-time MPSoC have been not widely explored. For
the best of our knowledge, our previous work in [14] is the only study in this
direction. This work introduced two attacks named Direct Interference and Back-
Pressure. These attacks exploit two MPSoC vulnerabilities. First the traffic pre-
dictability and shaping of sensitive applications. Second, the shared memories.
As a protection mechanism to circumvent potential attacks, this former work
proposed two NoC countermeasures. In this paper, we further extend the work
in [14] by providing a refined and deep analysis of the PP-NoCs vulnerabili-
ties. We explore the different design parameters that define the configuration of
a PP-NoC and evaluate their impact on the overall MPSoC security. Also, we
propose a new countermeasure, which tunes the PP-NoCs parameters at design
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time to avoid the main known vulnerabilities. In summary, the contributions of
the paper are:

– Vulnerability exploration of preemptive NoCs through the evaluation of the
impact of the PP-NoCs configuration parameters on the MPSoC security;

– Optimization of the previous two PP-NoCs attacks: Direct-Interference and
Back-Pressure; and

– Design, implementation and evaluation of three new protection techniques
for PP-NoCs: i) RT-Blinding; ii) RT-Masking and; iii) RT-Shielding.

This paper is organized as follows. Chapter summarizes existing NoC at-
tacks in literature. Then, chapter 3 describes the Priority-Preemptive Network-
on-Chip concept, as well as, our hardware implementation of it. In chapter 4,
we show how to exploit the analytical models of PP-NoCs to elucidate NoC vul-
nerabilities. Thereafter, two attacks are described in chapter 5. Then, security
countermeasures and their impact are presented in chapter 6. Section 7 presents
the experiments and evaluation results. From the results a discussion is made in
chapter 8. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 9.

2 Related Works in NoC Attacks and Protections

In this chapter, we describe the previous works that deal with the NoC vul-
nerability exploration and security integration. The NoC-timing attack was the
first attack against NoCs mentioned in scientific articles [8, 10]. These works de-
scribed for the first time the exploitation of NoC covert channels. A malicious
agent (attacker) inside the MPSoC can elicit channel leakage by the evaluation
of the throughput of the own injected packets (attacker packets). As routers are
shared, different packets must compete for the resources when they are being
communicated simultaneously. The communication collisions between the at-
tacker packets and sensitive traffic cause latency perturbations. Thus, affecting
the attacker communication throughput. This effect is shown in Figure 1, where
the attacker traffic is represented as λO while victim traffic as λV . As a result,
this congestion reveals the sensitive traffic information of the victim. Examples
of characteristics that can be extracted by this attack are mapping, topology,
routing, communication pattern and volume of communication. The collisions
are sensed by the attacker due to the reduction of throughput to inject new
packets in the network.

The first demonstration of NoC timing attacks was presented in [12]. In this
work, the authors show the effectiveness of the classical NoC timing attack and
of a powerful variation: Distributed NoC Timing Attack (DNTA). It uses two
or more attackers inside an MPSoC to better tune the MPSoC congestion and
thus to maximize the attacker observation capabilities. It was demonstrated that
DNTA was immune to the NoC countermeasures proposed in [10] and [15]. In
order to avoid NoC timing attacks and DNTA, the authors proposed Gossip
NoC, a security enhanced NoC able to identify traffic anomalies and avoiding
attacks through the on-chip traffic distribution. Each NoC router included a
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Fig. 1: Attack scenarios: (a) Attacker traffic λO only; (b) Attacker traffic λO
blocked by victim traffic λV .

monitor to detect possible points of attack. This information was used to adapt
the routing of packets. The attack was executed in an FPGA MPSoC prototype.
Similar approach was used in [16]. Despite the effectiveness of the detection and
protection mechanisms, these secure NoCs cannot meet hard communication
deadlines and only offer best-effort communication services.

Recently, the NoC timing attack has been used to enhance the capabilities of
dangerous cache attacks, creating extremely powerful attacks such as the NoC
Prime+Probe [17] and Earthquake [11]. In [17], the authors propose the NoC
Prime+Probe attack which uses the NoC timing attack to extract information
regarding the communication behavior between a cryptographic IP core and
a shared cache, a usual configuration of secure MPSoCs. By using the NoC
timing attack, it is possible for the attacker to detect, in a non-intrusive way, the
optimal point in time to probe the shared cache 3. For a system that implements
the AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) symmetric cryptography based on a
transformation table (T-Table) implementation, the best attack point (increases
the efficiency of the attack) to probe the shared cache is at the end of the first
AES round. By using the NoC Prime+Probe, the authors retrieved 12 of the 16
key bytes after 80 AES encryptions.

In the Earthquake attack of [11], the authors use the NoC timing attack to
collect the time where the third round of AES starts. Earthquake manipulates
the input of the cryptographic IP core to force several cache collisions (i.e., cache
hits) until the third round of AES, thus causing faster encryptions/decryptions.
The faster results can be used to break the key. Since the important timing
information resides within the first three rounds, the NoC timing attack allows
the attacker to sample effectively (less noise) the time. This work presented the
first practical implementation of timing attacks.

Although NoC timing attack has been studied in different NoC configura-
tions and scenarios, attacks to real-time NoCs, specifically Priority-Preemptive
NoCs, have been not widely explored yet. For the best of our knowledge, the
only works that address attacks to real-time NoCs are [19] and [14]. The work of
Indrusiak et al. [19] showed the impact of the NoC routing in the security of the

3 Following the classical cache attack, Prime+Probe from Osvik et al. [18], the best
moment to probe a cache is when all the accesses to the cache depends only on the
value of the secret key used for encryption.
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system. As a protection mechanism, the authors proposed a packet route ran-
domization mechanism to increase NoC resilience against side-channel attacks.
The route randomization was based on an evolutionary optimization approach
for effectively controlling the impact on hard real-time performance guarantees.
In our previous work in [14], we have demonstrated for the first time an attack
that exploits preemptive NoC-based MPSoCs. Also, two countermeasures were
proposed.

The protection against NoC timing attacks has been addressed in the works
of [20] [21] [22] [10] and [15]. The works of Yao and Suh [20] and Wassel et al. [21]
proposed the integration of hard Quality-of-Service (QoS) mechanisms to isolate
the sensitive information. They included temporal network partitioning based on
different priorities arbitration: high priority [20] and bounded priority [21]. The
work of Sepúlveda et al. [22] presented a secure enhanced router architecture that
dynamically configures the router memory space according to the communication
and security properties of the traffic. Furthermore, the work of Sepúlveda et al.
[10] proposed random arbitration and adaptive routing as protection techniques.
The work of Stefan and Goossens [15] introduced the usage of multiple path
communication for sensitive flows. The work of Reinbrecht et al. [12] showed the
Gossip NoC, an NoC architecture with a distributed protection mechanism that
changes the routing algorithm in the presence of abnormal traffic.

3 Priority Preemptive NoCs

Priority Preemptive NoCs (PP-NoCs) allow that high priority communication
flows preempt low priority packets on the NoC router. Thus, higher priority pack-
ets are preferentially communicated while lower priority packets remain stored
inside the router buffers. High priority traffic is assumed to be either periodic
or sporadic, as to avoid starvation of low priority packets due to continuous
high priority interference. This chapter presents the target MPSoC platform
(architectural scenario) used to demonstrate the attacks and the security of the
countermeasures. The on-chip communication structure is a parameterizable PP-
NoC. The architecture overview and functionality are further detailed.

3.1 Target MPSoC Platform

The MPSoC platform allows performing the practical study of the PP-NoCs
vulnerabilities. In such environment, the proposed PP-NoCs attacks and coun-
termeasures (Sections 5 and 6, respectively) can be evaluated. In this work, we
use the Glass MPSoC, a parameterizable hardware platform presented in [11]
and which has been already used to evaluate logical side-channel attacks. To
evaluate the PP-NoC vulnerabilities, the Glass NoC was modified to support
the priority-preemptive flow control.

Glass MPSoC is presented in Figure 2. It integrates 16 tiles (from IP0 to
IP15) through 4× 4 mesh-based PP-NoC. It supports several layers of memory
hierarchy. The MPSoC tiles include an inclusive shared cache (64KB, 16-way
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set-associative cache L2) at IP0, serial UART interface at IP3 and 14 RISC-
V processing elements. We used a verified and functional RISC-V distribution
called RI5CY core, from the Pulpino Platform [23]. Besides the processor, each
of the 14 processing tiles integrates local instruction and data memories (8KB,
direct-mapped cache L1), a cycle-accurate timer and a network interface to com-
municate with the NoC. The NoC routers implement credit-based flow control
with four virtual channels (each one at a different priority level) and Priority-
Preemptive routers.

Fig. 2: Glass-V MPSoC Platform

3.2 Priority-Preemptive (PP) NoC Architecture and Functionality

To guarantee different real-time and mixed-critically requirements, communica-
tion on-chip is prioritized. That is, communication flows that are characterized
by tight delay requirements are granted the highest communication priority. A
preemptive policy allows a higher priority packet to anticipate (preempt) an
already progressing lower-priority packet. To support the preemptive communi-
cation technique, routers should be enhanced through the integration of virtual
channels. These additional structures are capable of storing a packet blocked
during its communication. When packets with the same priority-level dispute
a communication resource (collision), any arbitrary decision algorithm can be
applied, such as Round-Robin [3] or aging [5].

The structure of the packets of the PP-NoC follows the typical packet orga-
nization. It includes a header flit, N payload flits and a trailer flit, where N can
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reach a maximum of 1024 flits per packet. Besides these flits, nine control bits
are present in the links: header/trailer identification (1 bit), packet priority (2
bits), handshake (2 bits) and credit information (4 bits). A detailed description
of the router is given in the following paragraphs.

Priority-Preemptive (PP) Router: The proposed PP-router is defined
to support four different priority levels. It uses credit-based virtual channels
to handle different priority messages simultaneously (each virtual channel is a
different priority lane). Since the preemption of low priority packets by higher
priorities is allowed, this router supports packet interleaving. The PP-router
integrates six components as shown in Figure 3:

1. Priority multiplexer: It is responsible for monitoring the packet priority and
selecting the proper input buffer.

2. Routing computing unit: It defines the output port of each packet.
3. Virtual channel (PP) allocator: It selects the active priority level at the

output port.
4. Switch allocator: It is a unit included for each priority level. It is used to

attend each request (of the same priority) using a Round-Robin arbiter to
cope with resource conflicts.

5. Crossbar: Also included for each priority level. It is used to connect the
defined input and output of the router.

6. Virtual channel demultiplexer: It links the active priority crossbar with the
output of the router.

Fig. 3: Priority-Preemptive Router Architecture

When a packet arrives at the input port, the priority information in the
control bits defines which input buffer will be used. This information is used
for referring the packet to the proper virtual channel. The buffers request the
proper output port for each packet being handled, where the virtual channel
allocator (VA Allocator) at the output port decides which virtual channel will
be granted by the crossbar. Hence, VA Allocator is responsible for providing the
preemption feature. The output port always chooses the higher priority packet
to perform the data commutation. When different input ports dispute the same
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output port and the level of priority is the same, the Round-Robin arbitration
takes place. It is implemented in the Switch Allocator of Figure 3.

4 Exploiting Priority-Preemptive Models for Security

In this chapter, we show how the priority-preemptive models can be used to
evaluate vulnerabilities of the Preemptive Network-on-Chip (PP-NoC). First,
we present the existing models in the literature that predicts in detail the traffic
behavior. Thereafter, we use the IBN model to explore the PP-NoC vulnera-
bilities to NoC timing attacks. Also, we explore the impact that the PP-NoC
parameters have on the overall system security.

4.1 Priority-Preemptive Models

Scheduling of real-time systems requires the calculation of upper-bounds for
packet transmission delay. To evaluate if the system can meet the application
deadlines, analytic models can be used. Although these models were elaborated
to support designers to validate the real-time constraints, in this work we use
them as an important tool to evaluate vulnerabilities and elaborate NoC timing
attacks.

The Priority-Preemptive models allow estimating the worst-case latency for
different flows of packets in the NoC. We define flow i as λi, where the flow
represents the first flit leaving the origin node until the last flit arrives at the
destination node. In the sequence, three models developed in previous works are
here described: i) SB model; ii) XLWX model; and iii) IBN model.

SB Model The work of [6] presents the SB model to predict packet network
latency. It is based on direct and indirect interference from other traffic flows
and calculates the upper-bound interference suffered by a communication flow.
When no flow interferes with λi, the worst-case latency is given by the flow’s
zero-load latency (Ci), given by Equation (1):

Ci = RouteL ∗ (routei − 1) + LinkL ∗ (routei) + LinkL ∗ (Li − 1) (1)

Where RouteL is the router latency in cycles, routei is the contention domain
of λi in hops, LinkL is the link latency in cycles and Li is the number of flits
in each packet of λi. The direct interference presented in this model can be seen
in Equation (2). The worst-case response Ri is quantified by the summation of
two components: the flow’s zero-load latency (Ci) and the worst possible delays
resulting from blocking and preemption caused by higher priority packets.

Ri = Ci +
∑

λj∈SD
i

⌈
Ri + Jj
Tj

⌉
Cj (2)
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The worst-case delay is the summation of the effects of all interfering flows
on the contention domain (cdij), defined as the interference Set SDi , which is
the path λi intersects with the interfering higher priority λj . This equation is a
recurrent ceiling function that depends on the relation between release jitter (J)
in cycles, the period of the flow (T ) in cycles, and the flow latency (R), also in
cycles. The equation is calculated until the result converges.

XLWX Model: Xiong et al. [24] presented the XLWX model. The work ex-
tended the SB model to support Multi-point Progressive Blocking (MPB) for
downstream indirect interferences. MPB takes place when a flow λi is preempted
by a flow λj by more than its base latency Cj . This scenario usually occurs when
a third flow λk interferes with λj downstream from the link that λj interferes
with λi. The model can be represented by Equation 3.

Ri = Ci +
∑

λj∈SD
i

⌈
Ri + Jj + JIj

Tj

⌉
(Cj + Idownji ) (3)

Where JIj = Rj −Cj is used to calculate the effects of upstream interference

of λj , I
down
ji is the number of hits suffered by λj from every λk in the downstream

indirect interference Set of λi, given by Equation (4):

Idownji =
∑

λk∈S
downj
Ii

⌈
Rj + Jk
Tk

⌉
(biij) (4)

Where biij = buf · LinkL · |cdij | is the maximum buffered interference over
the contention domain cdij , Rj is the worst-case latency experienced by λj , buf
is the routers FIFO buffer size, and Tk is the release period of packets for λk.

IBN Model: The work of Indrusiak et al. [7] proves that the analysis proposed
by Xiong et al. [24] for downstream indirect interference is overly pessimistic
since it treats all interferences as direct interference. The authors improve the
XLWX model by presenting an upper-bound analysis. In order to find Ri, two
cases are considered when calculating the upper-bound for downstream interfer-
ence Idownij . First, when interference is caused by flows that do not suffer from
upstream and downstream interference. Second, when interference is caused by
flows that do suffer from upstream interference. The first case is described by
Equation 5. It includes the effects of the maximum buffered interference (biij)
and the high priority flows downstream. The latter case is idcdijentical to the
analysis proposed by Xiong et al. [24].

Idownji =
∑

λk∈S
downj
Ii

⌈
Rj + Jk
Tk

⌉
min(biij , Ck + Idownkj ) (5)

Even though these models give guarantees regarding the system’s ability to
meet the deadlines, the predictability of the system allows an attacker to take
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advantage of the additional information about the system behavior, especially
packet delay times. This data could be used to create a refined NoC timing
attack (exploiting thresholds), allowing an attacker to skip the costly attack
setup and tune phases as showed in [12]. These phases usually are dedicated
to monitor the throughput in order to find a value that allows an attacker to
have a communication sensibility such that sensitive packets are efficiently and
effectively detected (attack threshold). The details regarding the estimation of
the latency experienced by preempted packets will be explored in the next section
4.2. We show that it is possible for an attacker to further extract information of
the sensitive flow (victim’s flow), such as packet sizes. We refer to the improved
version of the XLWX model as the IBN model, and it will be used for the rest
of this paper.

4.2 PP-NoC Vulnerabilities

The analytical model used to predict the behavior of the PP-NoCs can re-
veal information regarding the system operation that can be exploited by an
attacker. As described in [14], two vulnerabilities can be found at PP-NoCs:
Direct-interference and Back-pressure.

Fig. 4: Flow representation of the discussed vulnerabilities: (a) Back-Pressure (b)
Interference

Direct-Interference Vulnerability It takes place when two flows with dif-
ferent priorities dispute the same output port, such as in Figure 4.b. The flow
λo is preempted by a higher priority flow λv and a contention occurs at router
R3. Direct measurements of transmission latency times can be used to retrieve
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predicted access times of secure flows. In this case, only direct interference was
considered. We call the preemption caused by high priority messages as interfer-
ence, and since high priority messages can occur all over the system, we consider
this feature as a vulnerability only when the attacker and the victim can be
placed close enough to avoid external interference (caused by a third IP core
communication flow). In the case of an attacker be placed distantly from victim
traffic, the interference behavior from higher priority packets can be used as a
protection technique, since it becomes a source of noise in the attacker measure-
ments. As a result, a high amount of false-positive sensitive packet detection is
caused to the attacker.

Back-Pressure Vulnerability This vulnerability is based on the MPB sce-
nario. It considers three communication flows λv, λi and λo, originating from
routers R5, R1 and R0, ordered from highest priority to lowest, respectively. In
this scenario, represented in Figure 4.a, the flow λi preempts all packets from λo.
However, when the high priority flow λv is injected, a contention occurs at R3

and λi is preempted. Then, packets start to accumulate on the upstream routers
from R3 until all buffer space in the upstream path is used. As a result, all of the
buffer credits from λi are expended, allowing λo to take over the transmission in
the path. Based on Equation (3), it is noticed that when λv stops transmitting,
λo gets preempted by more than λi baseline latency, due to the accumulation in
thecdij buffers.

4.3 Exploiting PP-NoC through IBN Model

To evaluate the vulnerabilities of the PP-NoC, the IBN model can be used. In
this case, the impact of each PP-NoC parameter of the IBN model on the security
of the system is explored. The multiple parameters described by the equations
in the previous sections can be classified into three different categories: i) Net-
work Interface (jitter); ii) Router (Buffer size); and iii) Application parameters
(transmission period and packet size). As described in subsection 4.1, each of the
analyzed flows (λv, λo, and λi) has a set of proprieties as: zero-load latency (C)
in cycles, worst-case latency (R) in cycles, and packet period (T ) in cycles. Also,
the network itself has parameters that influence the latency of packets, such as
router buffer-size in (buf) flits, packet release jitter (J) in cycles, link latency
(LinkL) in cycles, and the contention domain cdij (e.g., the routers where two
flows intersect). The range of values explored for each one of the parameters of
the PP-NoC is shown in Table (1).

Direct Interference Evaluation Each PP-NoC configuration is obtained after
defining the values of the different PP-NoC parameters. The previously discussed
IBN model can be used to further understand the behavior of the system. The
Equation (2) can be used with the corresponding PP-NoC values. Initially, an
oscillation of the resulting value Ri is observed and by using recursively this
mathematical expression, until a stable value is reached. However, for some PP-
NoC configurations the stable value is never reached (the equation diverging to
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Table 1: Selected Parameters for Network Interface, Router and Application.
Parameters Values

Router Buffer Size (Flits) (LinkL) 4 8 16 32 64

Packet Transmission Period (% of 1000 cycles) 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

Release jitter (Cycles) 4 8 16 32 64 128

Flow Packet Size (Flits) 4 8 16 32 64 128

infinity). These scenarios lead to stalls and they are not considered nor evaluated
in this paper. Table (2) presents 10 different PP-NoC configurations considered
as representative candidates of all possibilities evaluated.

Table 2: Different configurations of parameters for Direct Interference.
Parameter Config 1 Config 2 Config 3 Config 4 Config 5 Config 6 Config 7 Config 8 Config 9 Config 10

Jitter (Cycles) 4 4 4 4 8 16 32 128 64 64

λv Period (Cycles) 200 200 500 300 200 200 200 500 500 200

λo Size (Flits) 4 128 128 128 128 16 64 128 64 64

The Direct-interference vulnerability may be used to exploit the PP-NoC as a
cover channel. By manipulating specific communication flows, the information of
a victim flow can leak. In the Direct-Interference case, the victim v is a high pri-
ority flow that will directly affect the low-priority attacker o. Figure (5) presents
the impact of the victim’s packet size on the attacker’s flow delay. Results show
that some PP-NoC configurations exhibit a greater latency sensibility when the
packet size increase. This evaluation has not been presented before and the re-
sults allow the designer to identify potential leakages in PP-NoCs. Consequently,
there are configurations that mitigate the observation of a potential attack. The
strategy uses this benefit to protect the MPSoC will be further discussed and
presented in Section 6.

Figures 6(a) and 6(b) present the difference in latencies for all considered con-
figurations. Each area represents the delta for subsequent packet sizes, meaning
that there is an expressive difference in terms of the latency when the packet
size is increased. Some configurations (e.g., Dif 16-32) raise this difference even
further (an increase of almost 400%). When the difference is large enough, the
attacker is able to easily differentiate the victim‘s packet size.

Back-Pressure Vulnerability Evaluation In order to evaluate the Back-
Pressure vulnerability (or indirect interference), Equations (3) and (5) must be
used. These calculations involve a wide variety of variables. As a consequence,
the exploration space is wider, that is, there are a wide variety of PP-NoC con-
figurations. In this paper, a representative set of this design space was selected.
Table 3 presents the 10 different PP-NoC configurations selected for the study.

Figure 7 shows that the victim’s packet size does not produce a linear in-
fluence for all configurations of the PP-NoCs. For some PP-NoC configurations,
such as Config 2 and Config 5, the packet size does not influence at all on the la-
tency experienced by the observer. In contrast, for some PP-NoC configurations,
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Fig. 5: Interfering Packet Size effect in Direct Interference latency.

(a) 4, 8, 16 and 32 flits (b) 32, 64 and 128 flits

Fig. 6: Value of the difference in latency between packet sizes of interfering flow

Table 3: Different configurations of parameters for Back-Pressure.
Parameter Config 1 Config 2 Config 3 Config 4 Config 5

Injector Packet Size (Flits) 4 4 8 8 8

Observer Packet Size (Flits) 4 4 4 8 32

Injector Period (Cycles) 100 300 100 300 500

Victim Period (Cycles) 100 300 200 500 300

Jitter (Cycles) 4 8 8 64 8

Buffer Size (Flits) 4 16 4 64 4

Parameter Config 6 Config 7 Config 8 Config 9 Config 10

Injector Packet Size (Flits) 16 16 32 32 128

Observer Packet Size (Flits) 8 32 64 128 32

Injector Period (Cycles) 500 300 200 500 300

Victim Period (Cycles) 200 300 100 100 500

Jitter (Cycles) 32 64 16 4 4

Buffer Size (Flits) 32 32 8 32 8

such as Config 8 and Config 9, the packet latency is not easily predictable. As
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a conclusion, for some PP-NoC configurations, the Back-Pressure attack could
not yield information about packet sizes, even if it could detect them.

Fig. 7: Interfering Packet Size effect in Indirect Interference latency.

5 Proposed Attacks

This section presents two attacks based on the vulnerabilities already presented.

5.1 Direct-Interference Attack

This attack explores the interference vulnerability and it is performed in three
phases. In the first phase, the latency upper and lower-bounds are calculated
based on the different parameters (PP-NoC configuration and attacker’s flow).
This generates a range of values of the expected latency for the observer’s packets
being preempted. This information can be used to increase the precision of the
NoC timing attacks. In the second phase, an IP core is infected (through a
malicious software or the trigger of a Trojan), in order to create the λo flow
from the attacker through the secure flow’s path (see Figure 4(b)). The Direct-
Interference attack requires a close engagement of the attacker on the secure
traffic observation. The attack applies measurement of the interference from the
secure flow close to the target path while trying to avoid at maximum interference
from non-victim flows (also called indirect interference). The third and final
phase employs a mathematical algorithm to correlate the timing results collected
by the attacker’s monitor to infer an unknown key or private information. From
this point, the attacks presented in [25] or [26] can be performed to retrieve
secret information.

Attack Conditions: In order to execute this attack on a PP-NoC, the
following conditions are required:
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– The attacker can infect at least one IP in the MPSoC with malicious software
or any other infection technique.

– This IP has to be, at most, one-hop away from the secure flow.
– The attacker knows where the target elements are located in the NoC (logical

addresses).
– The attacker knows the topology and routing algorithm of the communica-

tion infrastructure.

Attack Optimization: This attack can be optimized in a way that can
retrieve not only the victim’s traffic pattern but also the size of the messages
exchanged. The size of the packets provide important information that can be
correlated with the sensitive application running. For example, it can reveal if
the AES cryptography uses T-table (32-bit information) or S-Box (8-bit infor-
mation) implementation. In addition, it may reveal the bit width of the keys
distributed in the system. Finally, by knowing the granularity of the informa-
tion and the moments of data transfers, more sophisticated and efficient attacks
can be elaborated.

In order to achieve this, modifications are performed in the phases of the
Direct-Interference attack. In the first phase, a range of values for Ro and Co is
calculated, based on the jitter, attacker packet size, and possible victim period
and packet size. The attacker will then monitor the latency of it’s packets and
filter configurations that lead to an Ro value smaller than the one measured. For
example, assuming a NoC with a Jitter of 4 cycles, if the attacker chooses a large
packet size (e.g., 128 flits), there will be a discernible difference in Ro for victim
packet sizes (e.g., 710 cycles for 128 flits, 98 cycles for 32 flits, and 42 cycles for
4 flits), as it can be seen in Config 2 in Figure (5). Therefore, an attacker can
distinguish with less effort the size of victim‘s packet.

5.2 Back-Pressure Attack

This attack explores back-pressure vulnerability. It uses the same first and third
phases of the Direct-Interference attack. In contrast with the previous attack,
the second phase of the Back-Pressure attack requires the infection of two IPs:
an injector IP and an observer IP. The injector IP is responsible for creating
traffic interfering with the observer IP, λi flow as shown in Figure 4(a). The λi
flow intends to accumulate back pressure until the buffers are filled. When the
priority flow (victim flow), λv, preempt the injector, the observer flow, λo, will
be released to proceed. Therefore, the observer understands that the secure flow
has been communicated through the increase of its transmission throughput.
Besides, the observer can use Equation (3) to calculate specific features of the
secure flow, such as message size.

The predicted advantages of this type of attack are its ability to infer sensitive
information of high priority packets indirectly, while not being necessarily close
to the target path of the secure flow. This allows more flexibility for the attacker
and expands the range of MPSoC configurations that could be targeted. In the
same manner as the previous attacks, from this point, different methodologies
can be applied to successfully perform a complete logical Side-Channel attack.
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Attack Conditions: In order to execute this attack on a PP-NoC, the
following conditions are required:

– The attacker can infect at least two IPs in the MPSoC with malicious soft-
ware.

– The attacker knows where the target elements are located in the NoC (logical
addresses).

– The attacker knows the topology and routing algorithm of the communica-
tion infrastructure.

– The attacker is able to create low and medium priority messages.

Attack Optimization: In the same manner as the previous attack, this
attack can be optimized to retrieve other characteristics of the victim‘s traffic
rather than pattern. To retrieve the granularity of the packets, modifications are
preformed to the Back-Pressure attack.

Before describing the optimized methodology, note that Back-Pressure vul-
nerability is affected by much more parameters of the NoC than direct-interference.
Hence, it is more difficult to guarantee the attacker knows or can infer all required
information. However, once the attacker knows the parameters, the optimized
attack is possible. Therefore, the attacker has first to conduct an exploration of
the NoC parameters, and then evaluate the best configuration of attacker packet
sizes and period to match with the victim‘s behavior. For example, in an MPSoC
with jitter of 64 cycles and buffer size 64 flits, if the attacker applies an injector
period of 300 cycles, and packet sizes of 8 flits, the latency experienced by the
observer would be 310 cycles for 128 flit packets, 122 cycles for 32 flits, and 66
cycles for 4 flits. As observed, the differences allow the attacker to distinguish
the size of the messages.

6 Proposed Countermeasures

Our proposed attacks depend heavily on the preemption caused by secure flows.
Hence, we propose three main strategies to mitigate the risk of a successful attack
on PP-NoCs: a) RT-Blinding, b) RT-Masking and c) RT-Shielding.

6.1 RT-Blinding

The blinding strategy relies on the timely delivery of payloads by the secure
IP. The Back-Pressure attack identifies high priority flows and assumes they
are sensitive flows being exchanged through the PP-NoC. One possible way to
avoid detection is to use dummy high priority payloads intentionally. Delivered
at predefined intervals, these payloads could be replaced by an actual secure
packet when needed. In this scenario, the victim has fixed time slots to send
it‘s high priority secure packages. Since the attacker has no way to differentiate
between a secure flow and a simple high priority flow, the attacker would not be
able to determine whether it is an actual payload.
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This interval would be determined by calculating the maximum acceptable
delay that the secure application could endure. This application-dependant value
is then used as a baseline for all high priority transmissions. The secure applica-
tion must calculate it‘s zero-load latency C, with Equation 1. The drawback of
this approach is the increase in traffic in the NoC, which, in turn, may compro-
mise the overall system performance. However, since secure flows are intended
to be sporadic, it is expected that the average time defined in the time slots will
be high enough to avoid performance penalties.

6.2 RT-Masking

The masking strategy proposes the saturation of the channels when a high pri-
ority (secure) flow is passing. Our proposed protection technique, nicknamed
as Distraction, employs several high priority dummy packages sent prior and
after the actual secure package to pad the channel. In this scenario, the secure
flow is extended to have a random number of dummy packets sent with the
secure packet. This would effectively mask the actual timestamp of the packet
and message size, as each secure package would be sent in a random position of
this enlarged secure flow. When the high priority flows are replaced by normal
priority flows, our proposed protection technique, nicknamed as Avoidance, can
be triggered. It masks the secure flow with the saturation of the normal priority
channels.

An IP, defined at design time, would be responsible for generating a random
series of large normal priority packets directed to the sensitive path of the target
IP. The goal of this technique is to generate interference with the normal priority
attacker packets which will be defined by the round-robin arbiter. Thus, the
secure packets could be sent to the defined router, where they would preempt
both the attacker’s traffic and the companion normal priority buffered traffic.

6.3 RT-Shielding

Both of the previous countermeasures could be employed at the application level
or with little modification to the design. The RT-Shielding strategy uses instead
the models, described in section 4.2, to build a NoC that makes the distinction
of victim traffic by the attacker more arduous. It accomplishes this by setting
the routers or the network interface with a specific set of parameters (i.e., buffer
size, jitter). In this manner, the attacker would not be able to attack since by
definition of the models certain configurations do not present interference in low
priority packets. Furthermore, if the most security-critical paths in the system
can be established at design time, only few routers and network interfaces require
adjust, reducing the overall costs of choosing this strategy.

The RT-Shielding strategy relies on the redesign of NoC parameters, such
as jitter and buffer sizes to prevent any possible interference to be used by
an attacker. The direct interference equations only use jitter parameter, so an
exhaustive analysis for different configurations was elaborated, where 17 of these
different configurations can be seen in Figure (8). It is clear on Figure 8 that jitter
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has an effect on Latency at higher values, while maintaining a more constant
behavior at lower settings. Hence, to avoid direct interference in the system,
the IPs considered as victim in the system should have network interfaces with
fast injection times (reduced jitter). In practice, this means to design a network
interface with a small size of buffers, as they increase the delay to inject a packet
in the network. Based on our results, we consider any value below 32 cycles as
secure.

Fig. 8: Effect of jitter in different configurations.
For indirect interference, buffer sizes of the routers and the jitter have to be

taken into account. The impact of these parameters was evaluated by calculat-
ing all possible configurations of Router, Network Interface, and applications.
As with direct interference, some configurations resulted in infinite latencies, so
these were filtered, only leaving the viable sets. The plot of all these configura-
tions can be seen in Figure 9. On the other hand, in Figure 9, it is possible to see
the impact of the buffer size of the routers by itself, and how this size emphasizes
other variables, creating new spikes of latency. This effect is probably caused by
buffered interference, as the accumulated flow λi will take longer to dissipate.
In the case of the indirect interference vulnerability, large buffer sizes between
the observer and the injector are detrimental to the attack, as there is plenty of
time for victim behavior to be obfuscated. Therefore, for a secure NoC, Buffer
Sizes outside critical paths should aim for higher values.

7 Experiments and Results

This section presents the setup of all experiments, the results of the efficiency of
the attacks, and the decrease of attack efficiency under countermeasures.
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Fig. 9: Latencies for all viable configurations, when comparing 4 Flit buffer and
64 Flit buffer.

7.1 Setup of Experiments

In this subsection, the scenarios considered and metrics used to evaluate the
attack’s efficiency are presented. All experiments were executed through RTL
MPSoC Glass simulations. The Routers were configured to have a buffer size of
32 flits and a jitter of 64 cycles.

Scenarios Two scenarios were elaborated and mapped into the target platform.
The first scenario (Scenario 1 ) uses IP13 as a trusted RISC-V that provides
encryption services. This processor runs the AES-128 encryption as a T-Table
implementation [13], whose algorithm uses huge tables that must be accessed in
the shared cache located at IP0. In the second scenario (Scenario 2 ), IP1 and
IP13 exchange messages to perform the Diffie-Hellmann (DH) key establishment
protocol. DH protocol requires intense communication, therefore, three message
sizes (packet granularity) were evaluated in our experiments: 32 flits (KEY32),
64 flits (KEY64), and 128 flits (KEY128). The following paragraphs describe the
preparation and execution of the attacks.

Evaluation Metrics To evaluate the effectiveness of the attacks, three metrics
are defined:

– False Positives (FP), which measures the percentage of wrong guesses among
all guesses of the attacker. Note that these guesses represent the victim’s
traffic occurrence time

– Observation Efficiency (OBS), which refers to the percentage of correctly
guessed (observed) by the attacker of the total victim’s traffic occurrence
times

– Attack Efficiency, that relates the FP and OBS. It is described by Equa-
tion (6). Note that the FP shows the quality of the information collected
and OBS shows the sensitivity of the attack observation
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Efficiency = Obs ∗ (100%− FP ) (6)

Direct-Interference Attack Execution To perform the Direct-Interference
attack in the Scenario 1 the three phases are executed. During the first phase,
IP5 is infected and the desired flow configuration (packet size and injection
rate) is calculated so to maximize the attacker‘s observation. We desire to cal-
culate the attacker latency Ra for direct interference, therefore we use Equa-
tions (1) and (2). The system parameters needed by the attacker are all queryable
by the attacker in the infected IP.

During the second phase, IP5 starts to inject a high volume of small packets
(4 flits) to the IP9 (at low priority). Meanwhile, the encryption runs at IP13.
When a cache miss occurs at the local L1 memory of IP13, a request to the L2
shared cache is performed through the NoC. The shared cache L2 responds to
IP13 request with high priority flow. Such flow preempts the attacker’s flow at
IP5 at the Router11.

For Scenario 2, the key exchange application, the same behavior of preemp-
tion takes place. IP1 and IP13 exchange a high volume of high priority messages,
which are intersected by the attacker’s flow at Router11. The attacker records
all latencies of the transmission. Any increase in latency above the calculated
threshold Ca is marked as a sensitive traffic point.

Back-Pressure Attack Execution The execution of the Back-pressure at-
tack at Scenario 1 is performed in three phases. First, IP6 and IP7 are infected,
becoming the observer (low-priority) and the injector (medium-priority), respec-
tively. Then, the attacker calculates a range of expected latency values for the
defined attacker flow.

In contrast with the Direct-Interference attack, Equations (3) and (5) are
used to calculate the indirect interference from the injector. In the second phase,
the planned flow is executed. Injector IP generates large packets (128 flits) ad-
dressed to the IP9. Meanwhile, the observer sends data to IP5 (4 flits). The
encryption is performed at IP13, provoking cache misses. As a result of the
cache hierarchy handling, the shared cache responds to the data requests with
high priority flows. This traffic preempts the flow from IP6 at the Router11.
Thus, IP6 flow gets buffered on the route. Hence, the flow of IP7 is now free to
transmit its packets downstream.

For Scenario 2, the cores exchanging key information are IP1 and IP13.
Since this operation also uses high priority messages, the injected packets of
the attacker at IP6 are also preempted at Router11. This condition releases
observer traffic. Any delay of the observer latency at the execution stage, based
on the threshold found in phase 1, is considered as the identification of a sensitive
packet. For our experiments, the injector packet’s were sized so to guarantee that
any interference always generates maximum back-pressure.
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7.2 Evaluation of Attacks

Table 4 shows the results for the Direct-Interference attack, in which the attacker
acts as the injector and observer. Small packets are not able to fill the buffer
space in the route fast enough for contention to occur. On the other hand, bigger
packets take longer time to be generated, and therefore, sensitive information
can be lost in the meantime. Especially, when dealing with smaller packets as in
an AES execution, where the victim received packages of 16 flits from the shared
memory. The results for the Back-Pressure attack show an overall lower detec-
tion capacity in comparison with the Direct-Interference attack. However, these
strategies were able to correctly detect smaller packets, such as the packets gen-
erated by the AES encryption. The main reasoning behind this is that since the
observer is constantly starved, the liberation of its flow is almost instantaneous,
while the smaller packets guarantee a faster observation in the increase of the
throughput. This occurs even in the case where the injector flow is preempted for
a very small period. We can also observe that in general, bigger packets are easier
to detect in the NoC. As in the cases of key exchanges with larger granularity.

Table 4: Evaluation results of the attacks under unprotected MPSoC in two
scenarios.

No Protection
DI Attack BP Attack

FP Obs. Efficiency FP Obs. Efficiency

Scenario 1 - AES 0% 71.29% 71.29% 0% 72.07% 72.07%

Scenario 2 - KEY32 0% 93.53% 93.53% 0% 80.43% 80.43%

Scenario 2 - KEY64 0% 93.95% 93.95% 0% 81.25% 81.25%

Scenario 2 - KEY128 0% 96.19% 96.19% 0% 87.18% 87.18%

7.3 Evaluation of Countermeasures

The objective of the countermeasures is either distracting the attacker or avoid-
ing the attacker through false traffic. The countermeasures added 2% of overhead
in performance, which is related to the setup time to activate the defense mech-
anisms. Note that the elaboration of countermeasures also took into account the
IBN model. As a result, all real-time constraints were met. Table 5 shows the
results of both countermeasures under both scenarios.

RT-Blinding The RT-Blinding strategy pad the sensitive information with high
priority packets. These padding packets are sent from the victim’s IP in a time
table-fashion. In addition, they are identical in terms of size and destination.
Therefore, without a frame of reference, the attacker could not identify which of
these packets (the sensitive packet or the padding packets) is the actual secure
message. In this test scenario, one of each four packages is a real secure packet.
In our test system, these values were defined as maintaining a latency below an
arbitrary threshold. In a real system, this would be defined at design time, based
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on the critical application and the hard time constraints. In both attacks, the
result of the countermeasure is a plummet of efficiency values through all of the
scenarios. This comes at the cost of having four times as many secure packages
on the NoC, possibly preempting other flows beside the attackers.

RT-Masking The RT-Masking strategy saturates the attacker with low-priority
packages. To accomplish this, without undermining performance for the secure
process, we employ another IP (Defender IP) which sends medium-sized (32 flits)
and low priority packages at random intervals (pseudo-randomness achieved by a
Linear Feedback Shift Register function). For the Scenario 1, this dedicated IP is
defined as IP1 at design time, and ideally, it would be placed as close as possible
to the cache memory, as the attacks target the returning message of the cache.
For the Scenario 2, the Defender IP is placed at IP2, and in other scenarios
should be placed as close as possible to the secure processor. As observed in
table 5, the effects of this strategy in the Direct-Interference Attack are closely
related to the package size of the secure flow. When the size of the Defender’s
IP package is equal or close to the secure package, there is a heavy loss of
efficiency. This is a consequence of the inability of the attacker to differentiate
the latencies caused by the congestion of the same priority packets (Defender)
and the high priority packets (Victim). However, larger secure packages produce
a higher effect on preemption, thus turning easier to distinguish the latency
thresholds. The Back-Pressure attack remains unaltered by the countermeasure.
This is the result of the utilization of the sensitive path by the Defender IP,
whose packets are exchanged with low priority to avoid important performance
penalties. Since the Back-Pressure attack uses medium priority in the sensitive
traffic path, the defender IP will not affect this attacker.

RT-Shielding: The RT-Shielding strategy avoids direct interference and back-
pressure interference by designing the NoC properly. It has large enough buffers
to sustain the throughput of potentially malicious traffic while providing a struc-
ture to quickly transmit sensitive packets. This approach can be theoretically
guaranteed by applying the IBN model equations discussed in section 4.2. In our
experiments, the four routers in the sensitive path (i.e., routers 11, 12, 21 and
22) had its buffers increased. Two configurations were evaluated, using 64 flits
and 128 flits. To decrease the time to propagate sensitive packets in the system,
the sensitive IPs (i.e., IP 13 and IP 1) were configured with low jitter - 4 cycles
- Network Interfaces. To guarantee a minimal difference between the jitter of
trusted and non-trusted IPs, the other network interfaces were configured with
a jitter of 32 cycles, especially for IP 5, IP 6, IP 9, and IP 10. In addition, to
comprise a scenario where a jitter of 4 cycles would affect the performance of the
sensitive IPs, we also tested the system with 32 cycles as low jitter (for sensitive
IPs), and 128 cycles as high jitter (for other IPs). In total, four different PP-
NoCs were evaluated under both Direct-Interference and Back-Pressure attacks.
As expected, the attacks did not experienced latency degradation, obtaining zero
observability in the system.
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Note that RT-Shielding provides a very efficient countermeasure that avoids
any performance issue. However, it imposes several limitations as a protection
mechanism. First, it increases the hardware considerably. Second, it is tailored
to specific attacks; thus it is not guaranteed that variations of these attacks can
be avoided as well. And finally, since this is defined at design time, there is no
flexibility concerning the applications running.

Table 5: Evaluation results of the attacks under RT-Blinding and RT-Masking
countermeasures (S1 - Scenario 1 ; S2 - Scenario 2 )

Masking Countermeasure Blinding Countermeasure
DI Attack BP Attack DI Attack BP Attack

FP Obs. Efficiency FP Obs. Efficiency FP Obs. Efficiency FP Obs. Efficiency

S1.AES 72.38% 71.29% 19.69% 0% 72.07% 72.07% 75% 71.29% 17.82% 75% 72.07% 18.02%

S2.KEY32 91.85% 93.53% 7.41% 0% 80.43% 80.43% 75% 93.53% 23.38% 75% 80.43% 20.11%

S2.KEY64 88.08% 93.95% 11.20% 0% 81.25% 81.25% 75% 93.95% 23.49% 75% 81.25% 20.31%

S2.KEY128 20.75% 96.19% 76.23% 0% 87.18% 87.18% 75% 96.19% 24.05% 75% 87.18% 21.79%

8 Discussion

In this section, we clarify why the assumptions used for the attacks are practical.
Regarding having a malicious IP inside the MPSoC, mobile and embedded sys-
tems allow external software to run on the devices (under low privileges). These
external applications may hide malicious code (also known as Trojans), which
configures a system or IP infection. Another way to have an attacker in the
system is when a hidden functionality is embedded in a third-party hardware
IP (also known as Hardware Trojan). Regarding the knowledge of the logical
location (i.e., mapping in the NoC), typically the Operating System provides
an API that points system services to logical addresses. Even if the IP is in
another processor, there will be some logical identification by the system man-
ager. Sometimes, the documentation clarifies the logical (or even the physical)
addresses of the system components. About topology and routing knowledge, if
the technical documentation of the device does not disclose this information, it
is possible to infer it by injecting traffic into the NoC and observing the physical
behavior (power, timing). Regarding the application privilege levels, note that
the attacks do not require a high priority level. It is expected, that any applica-
tion will have a minimum of privilege in the real-time service (at least two levels
of privileges). For the one-hop location requirement, the attacker does not need
to know the distance. The drop in attack efficiency will reveal to the attacker
that this condition is not met. This allows location tuning by the attacker.

9 Conclusion

In this paper, we have shown that Priority-Preemptive NoCs are vulnerable to
logical side-channel attacks. The accurate analytical model developed for these
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systems to prove their demanding time constraints may be used to develop pow-
erful attacks. The predictability of such systems provides the attacker with ac-
curate information before the chip infection. We create two three-phase attacks:
Direct-Interference and Back-Pressure. These attacks exploit two MPSoC vul-
nerabilities: i) the traffic predictability and shaping of sensitive applications.
These attacks may detect key updates in the MPSoC. Key refreshing in sensi-
tive applications is a common practice and it is usually performed through a
key exchange protocol that presents a very specific traffic pattern. This can be
exploited to determine the attack’s momentum; and ii) the shared memories,
which is a very common practice in MPSoCs. The time or access of the cache
can be integrated with NoC timing attacks to reveal the secret key. We show
that critical time systems must consider security already during the design stage.
We demonstrated that providing lightweight security to critical systems while
guaranteeing the time constraints is feasible.
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